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ABSTRACT

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory is currently developing a Deuterium Pellet

Injector for installation on the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). This paper

describes the design and development of a stand-alone data acquisition and con-

trol system for that device. Major elements of the hardware are an Allen-Bradley

PLC 2/30 programmable logic controller, a MicroVAX-II computer using the VMS

operating system, CAMAC data acquisition and communication equipment, and

special-purpose controllers for temperature and for the sequencing of pellet firing

valves. The PLC performs all actual control actions and acquires data pertinent to

those actions. The Micro VAX receives the data acquired by the PLC, displays it for

the operator, prompts for and processes requests for action from the operator, and

informs the PLC of those requests. The primary purpose of this paper is to describe

the software operating in the Micro VAX, including the system architecture, major

tasks, and ancilliary and background tasks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of pneumatic pellet injec-

tors for fueling plasma fusion devices has been

under way at ORNL since 1976.l Until recently,

pellet injection experiments had been carried out

on tokamaks at ORNL and other laboratories

with minimal controls on the injection system.

However, with the current generation of plasma

devices, it is necessary both to have remote con-

trol of all aspects of the pellet injector's opera-

tion and to record important pellet parameters

such as speed and size. Independent pellet injec-

tor controls are also desirable so that the injector

system can be fully tested before installation on

a particular plasma device.

A control and data acquisition system has

been designed at ORNL which can be used

with ORNL pellet injectors on any tokamak

device without major modification. The system

was first implemented for the Repeating Pneu-

matic Injector (RPI)2 that was installed on the

Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTF) at the

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL).

A monitoring-and-control system for the ORNL



Radio Frequency Test Facility (RFTF) was sub-

sequently implemented based upon the RPI

design.3 The system described in this paper has

incorporated the good elements of each system

and elaborated upon them in several ways.

II. CONFIGURATION

A block diagram of the control and data

acquisition system as it will be installed on

TFTR is shown in Fig. 1. A MicroVAX

II minicomputer is the interface between the

user/operator and the system. The computer

utilizes CAMAC equipment to perform data

acquisition and to communicate with the cryo-

genic temperature controllers (Lakeshore model

DRC-82Cs), the pellet-firing sequencer (designed

and built by PPPL), and an Allen-Bradley PLC

2/30 programmable controller.

The PLC performs all actual interlock check-

ing and control except functions associated with

the pellet firing sequencer. Operator requests

for control actions are made via software on the

MicroVAX, but those requests are simply passed

on to the PLC for action.



ITT LOCAL CONTROLS

Local operation of the injection system is

possible without interfacing with the Micro VAX.

The PLC has an intelligent panel system that

has a keypad and lighted pushbutton modules

programmed from the PLC that can be used

to enter setpoints and control output devices.

The temperature controllers each permit entry

of setpoints on their front panels. The pellet fir-

ing sequencer has thumbwheel switches for local

entry of each of its setpoints.

IV. NORMAL CONTROL SYSTEM

The Deuterium Pellet Injector (DPI) is nor-

mally operated remotely - that is, the opera-

tor views screens and makes requests at a con-

trol station physically distant from the injector.

There are two major categories of tasks which

make this operation possible - one that consists

of three c ommunications tasks and another con-

sisting of the operator interface tasks.

Communication between the different tasks

occurs in several ways, but the primary mecha-

nism is the use of shared global common mem-

ory. There are two such shared commons -



DPISTATUS and DPICONTROL. The former

is used to contain current status information

about all elements of the system, while the lat-

ter contains all current setpoint values and other

control-related entities.

A. Communications Tasks

There are three major control devices in the

system, and there is a corresponding VAX com-

munication task for each. The tasks are named

TEMPS, PLC, and SEQUENCER.

The temperature controllers are GPIB

(IEEE-488 Bus) devices which communicate

with the VAX TEMPS task via a GPIB-ASCII

converter and a CAMAC RS232 module. The

TEMPS task sends setpoints to each controller,

queries each about its current setpoints, and

obtains the current temperature sample from

each one every second.

The PLC task also uses a CAMAC RS232

module to communicate with a correspond-

ing PLC ASCII module. The PLC sends

three strings of status information to the VAX

each second. One string contains the sta-

tus of approximately 200 Boolean entities, and



the other two include the binary-coded-decimal

(BCD) values of approximately 50 entities.

When the operator makes a command

request, the VAX PLC task sends one of two

strings to the PLC. If the operator requests a

change in the state of a Boolean entity, a string

of all such Boolean request bits, with the appro-

priate one set true, is sent to the PLC. If the

request is to change a setpoint, a set of Booleans

to identify the proper setpoint variable, with the

appropriate one set true, is sent to the PLC and

followed, in the same string, with a single BCD

setpoint value. Each of the strings actually con-

tains two copies of everything so that the PLC

can, through an exclusive-or operation, verify

that no errors have occurred in transmission.

The SEQUENCER task communicates via

three CAMAC modules to a specially-designed

firing sequencer built by PPPL. The VAX task

sends blocks of setpoints (BCD) to the sequencer

and reads the contents of its registers for veri-

fication. When triggered by the TFTR tim-

ing system, the firing sequencer triggers the

solenoid valve power supplies that fire the appro-

priate pellets. The outputs from the pellet-firing
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sequencer also trigger the transient recorders

that are used to collect the pellet diagnostic data.

B. Operator Interface

The operator interface consists of three dis-

play devices and their software: a color mimic-

panel display (with an associated trackball), a

menu-display terminal, and a graphics terminal

for analysis. System status is displayed primar-

ily on the color mimic-panel display, but a few

selected points are also shown on the menu ter-

minal. When the state of some device is to be

changed, the operator uses the trackball to move

the mimic-panel-display cursor to the appropri-

ate entity and then pushes a button to notify the

VAX that an action is to be taken. When typed

information is to be supplied, it is entered into

a field of a form displayed on the menu terminal

using the keyboard of that terminal.

1. Mimic-Panel System

The mimic-panel system displays one of eight

mimic panels representing different subsystems

of the pellet injector. The fueling gas and pro-

pellant gas systems are shown on one panel each,

while the vacuum and cryogenic systems each



require two pages to represent them. There are

also two pages for pellet handling (the extruder

and cold-wheel systems), one for ORNL test-

ing and one for system operation. Each panel

contains a five-line common header section con-

taining mimic-panel and menu selections, opera-

tional modes, and system status.

The MIMIC task controls and updates these

displays by reading information from the DPI-

STATUS shared global common, converting this

information to a display format, and sending the

results to the display driver device (Kinetic Sys-

tems 3242) which updates the display.

2. Menu System

It is through the menu system that informa-

tion is entered by the operator. This informa-

tion, such as setpoints or gas species, is typed

on the keyboard of the menu display terminal

after the operator has chosen an activity from the

form currently displayed. There are nine forms in

the system: one each for temperature, pressure,

and extruder setpoints; one for firing sequencer

parameters; and forms for display of error coun-

ters, for control of automatic processing, for digi-



tizer parameter settings, for clock parameter set-

tings, and for the choosing of forms.

The menu system is also used for the display

of status data of global interest such as critical

temperatures and pressures. Those data appear

on each form and are updated each second.

The menu task has three unique features -

it has a keyboard input device, it has a dis-

play screen, and it is active each second. This

combination makes the menu task the only can-

didate for the implementation of control-related

activities, such as asking the operator to verify

that the last request was accurate or identifying

and informing the operator of error conditions.

These functions are included in the ONCE-PER-

SECOND subroutine of the menu task.

V. DATA ACQUISITION

CAMAC digitizers are used to sample pres-

sure transients, speed diode signals, and H-alpha

light emissions from the pellet/plasma interac-

tion region. These digitized signals are stored in

digitizer memory until after the tokamak shot,

then dumped through the VAX to disk data sets

for later analysis. In addition, data that were
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received from the PLC and TEMP tasks are kept

(via a TREND task) in a trend data set for later

analysis.

VI. DATABASE

One of the new features in the DPI software

is the use of the System 1032 data base manage-

ment product. There are datasets pertaining to

the PLC, to the DPISTATUS shared global com-

mon, to the DPICONTROL common, and to the

mimic-panel system.

In order to use a shared global common, each

FORTRAN routine which references the com-

mon must describe it. S1032 report-writing com-

mand files are used to generate the files defin-

ing the DPISTATUS and DPICONTROL com-

mons (including the COMMON statement and

the type statements, such as INTEGER*4 and

REAL*4) from the datasets of the same name.

The generated files are INCLUDED in FOR-

TRAN programs to define the relevant variables.

When using shared global commons, it eases

debugging and testing to have tasks that will ini-

tialize, dump, and manipulate those commons.

Both datasets are used, via additional S1032
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report-writing command files, to generate the

FORTRAN programs for initializing and dump-

ing the commons and to generate additional

INCLUDE files for the testing programs. In simi-

lar manner, the PLCVAX dataset is used to gen-

erate the subroutines by which the VAX decodes

strings received from the PLC (placing the data

in the prope* variable of DPISTATUS common)

and the subroutines that use data in DPICON-

TROL common to construct strings that are sent

to the PLC.

System changes are handled in the following

manner. When a new entity is added to the sys-

tem, an item is added to the PLCVAX dataset.

The command files that generate reports on that

dataset and that generate string construction

and decoding routines are invoked and the result-

ing files sent to the Micro VAX. Such changes also

often involve either the DPISTATUS or DPI-

CONTROL datasets, so corresponding changes

are made to them (verifying the changes against

those in the PLCVAX dataset via the MAP

command). Then new INCLUDE files are gen-

erated and sent to the MicroVAX along with

new DUMP and CLEAR utilities. The new
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INCLUDES are then used in recompilation of

all relevant routines. There aTe command files

associated with each dataset that invoke all

required tasks associated with a change in the

contents of the dataset. Similarly, there are com-

mand files on the MicroVAX to incorporate new

INCLUDE files in each affected routine.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. DPI stand-alone controls hardware arrangement.
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DPI STAND-ALONE CONTROLS HARDWARE ARRANGEMENT
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